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For participating in the Reward Program, you have to complete registration for an IB account providing the details 

requested (first and last name, telephone, email and country) and be over 18 years old. All details provided during the 

registration process should be correct (i.e. full name details to match the proof of identity, proof of residence to match 

the country of residence, etc.) otherwise the participants/recipients will be disqualified from the Reward Program.

The Lirunex IB Reward Programme starts on 1st January 2022 and ends on 31 December 2022.

Eligible for all account types ( LX-Standard, LX-Advanced, LX-Prime and LX-Pro ).

The Reward Program is available to new or existing registered and approved Introducing Brokers (“IBs”) which are 

based in all countries. The Reward Program is not available to Lirunex employees and other Partners.

By participating in the Reward Program, you acknowledge that you have read and agreed to be bound by these Terms 

and Conditions as well as to the Lirunex Terms of Contest.
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Registration

Rewards and Conditions Requirements

Minimum Direct Net Deposit Minimum Traded Lots 

> $ 250,000   2,000

> $ 300,001  3,000  

> $ 500,001   5,000  

Reward  

 Motorbike

Cash $ 8,888 

 Gold Bar 200g 
> $ 700,001  7,000  

> $ 2 Mil   20,000 
Toyota Vios Car 

 BMW Luxury Car 

Qty 

 5
4  

 3  

2  

 1  

The Reward Program (as defined below) on a first come, first served basis, subject to availability.

a) The formula used to calculate the winners for this Reward Program is as follows: 

Net deposits (deposits minus withdrawals) + The number of lots traded

*Exclude sub IB sales

Eg:  In 2022, (IB) Alex's clients make a total deposit of $50,000 and trade 3000 lot size. 

    However, when a withdrawal of $20,000 is made. Then, the direct net deposit Alex has got is $30,000 and 3000 

traded lot size. Alex's Sub IB’s net deposit and traded lot size will not be counted in this Reward Program.

a) The first-level prize is a brand new BMW luxury car. The colour and car configuration depicted in the Contest 

promotion materials may differ from the actual product. If the prize - the car is not available in your region, the 

Company reserves the right to substitute a vehicle of comparable value for the first-level prize.

b) The second-level prize is a brand new Toyota Vios. The colour and configuration of the car depicted in the Contest 

promotion materials may differ from the actual product. If the prize - the car is not available in your area, the Company 

reserves the right to substitute a vehicle of comparable value for the second-level prize.

c) The third-level prize is a 200g Gold Bar. The third-level reward is awarded to the IB who collects a minimum direct 

net deposit of USD 500,001 and receives a minimum of 5000 traded lots at the end of the Contest.

d) The fourth-level prize is a cash prize of $8,888. The cash prize is calculated in US dollars.

e) The fifth stage prize is a motorbike. The colour and configuration of the car depicted in the Contest promotion 

materials may differ from the actual product. If the prize car is not available in your area, the Company reserves the 

right to substitute a vehicle of comparable value for the fifth-level prize.
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For the reward to be provided, recipients will have to:

a) provide the required documentation (i.e. proof of identification and address) to Lirunex; the details provided during 

the registration in the Reward Program have to be the same as the details in the documentation provided;

b) their profile/account application has successfully passed Lirunex’s compliance checks; and Lirunex

Lirunex will contact and announce the recipients via email and the local representative in the respective country 

within 90 days from the end of the year 2022.

Participants or related persons can only engage in one Promotion sponsored by the same firm and hence are only 

eligible for ONE Reward or Promotion reward if they qualify/win.

Recipients who are rewarded are not allowed to request to credit such prize to a different account holder but instead 

should be in the name of the participants.

If the prize is not available in the winner’s country for any reason, the Company reserves the right to change the prize 

for another product of the same type and similar price.

By receiving a reward, the recipients accept that they will participate in various promotional events that may be 

publicly announced in various venues including the Lirunex site. Promotional events include but are not limited to 

interviews, photos, listing announcements of their full names, country of origin, prizes received, etc.

In case of refusal by a recipient of not participating in promotional events, then Lirunex has the right to disqualify the 

recipient from the Program.
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Promotion Eligibility

For recipients to be able to receive a reward, they will need to meet all requirements set in these Terms and 

Conditions.

If Lirunex suspects that a participant has abused/manipulated or attempted to abuse/manipulate this Reward 

Program or otherwise acted with a lack of good faith towards us, then reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to deny, 

withhold or withdraw from that user the reward received or promotion/program and if necessary to cancel any terms 

and conditions concerning that participant, either temporarily or permanently, or terminate that 

participant’s/client’s/user's access to the service and/or block that user's Account. Lirunex reserves the right to 

modify, change or terminate this Reward Program at any time without the consent of the Participant.

Lirunex has the right to disqualify Participants who trade through the same IP address as other IBs.

The participant/client acknowledges that Forex and CFDs are leveraged products and involve a high level of risk. It is 

possible to lose all your invested capital. These products may not be suitable for everyone and you should ensure 

that you understand the risks involved. Seek independent advice if necessary.

These Terms & Conditions are made in English. Any other language translation is provided as a convenience only. In 

the case of any inconsistency or discrepancy between original English texts and their translation into any other 

language, as the case may be, the original version in English shall prevail.

These Reward Program Terms and Conditions are dated 09 March 2022.
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